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Abstract

This work is exploring the rectangle as a pattern construction. It is the most recognised geo-
metric shape, can it still provide us with new expressions in fashion? This project is conduc-
ted through clear restrictions in the method, and through draping translated into garments 
through flat pattern construction. The result is a collection with a complex expression, mixing 
poetic shapes with playful prints full of contrast, which signifies harmony but does not follow 
the classical notions of beauty. The value of this work lies in the finding of new expressions in 
fashion, proposing that it is of utmost importance to challenge what we think we know to be 
true.
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2.1 Introduction to the field
”Rectangles are the most common geometric shapes encountered” (Bradley, 2010).

Does this make the rectangle too familiar, too comfortable, for finding exciting new expressions? Since they 
are used everywhere, in every aspect of our lives, are we in reality so comfortable with them that they can not 
surprise us anymore? 

This introduction will go through the definition, the history of wearing the rectangle and what has been made  
with it in fashion in more recent time.

2.1.1 Geometric shapes vs. organic shapes

A geometric shape could be a circle, a square, a triangle, a diamond, etc. They are easy to recognise, and 
suggest structure. They follow a certain set of rules and formulas, and tend to be symmetrical which enhances 
the impression of order. (Bradley, 2010)

Organic shapes on the other hand are more irregular. They can be curved or uneven. These are shapes we find 
in nature - leaves, rocks, clouds, etc. They are free form and asymmetrical which brings a feeling of sponta-
neity and adds interest (Bradley, 2010).

2.1.2 The rectangle 

Merrian-Websters dictionary defines a rectangle by ”a four-sided shape that is made up of two pairs of pa-
rallel lines and that has four right angles” (n.d.), see Fig. 01. A square consists of four right angles, where 
the sides are all the exact same length, whereas this is not specified for a rectangle. The square is therefor a 
rectangle, but a rectangle is not a square.

Like every shape that we encounter, the rectangle has its own connotations. The rectangle is seen as stable, its 
familiar and suggests honesty. It represents order, rationality and formality, which added to its commonness 
can make it seem boring. (Bradley, 2010)

2.1.3 Short history of the rectangle in clothing

Draping a rectangular piece of cloth around the body has been used in many places and times through out 
history. Whether it be the arabic hajk, the indian sari, the greecian himation or the mesopotamian wrap to 
only name a few. The different drapings around the body has often signified the status, gender and occupa-
tion of the wearer. The cloth was taken in its entirety from the loom, to not let any of the precious fabric go to 
waste. Even before human civilisation, rectangles of animal skin is believed to have been used to form simple 
skirts and upper body wear, to keep the body protected from the cold weather (Broby-Johansen, 1953).

Fig. 01. A rectangle.

2.1.4 Japanese fashion and the influence of the Kimono

In western garment tradition, fabric is made into 3D shapes through darts and curved seams. However, in the 
Japanese tradition, much inspirered by the kimono, the fabric often does not become a garment before it is on 
the body. (Fukai, 2010). It doesn't show or follow the body in the same way as would be deemed beautiful in 
the West, which has been key to the advancement of how the (female) bodys relation to the garment is looked 
upon in fashion. 

The kimono is a very important part of Japanese culture. The garment concists of eight rectangles sewn to-
gether (see Fig. 03), and it’s form has remained unchanged for centuries. In her book, Japanese fashion desig-
ners, English (2011) describes that ”[The kimono] became the foundation of a sensitive and subtle aestethic 
which is still concidered an important cultural components in their arts” (p. 4), which also reflects in how 
Miyake, Yamamoto, Kawakubo and many other prominent japanese fashion designers have said to be inspi-
red by this very garment. (English, 2011). 

Rei Kawakubo is one of the most influential designers in the world today (English, 2011). Instead of getting 
trapped in the covered/bare dichotomy of sensuality, her work expresses balance, complexity, imperfection 
and in many instances asymmetry. Fig. 04 is a shirt from 1983 with knitted rectangles that create an intricate 
weave, looping on top and under eachother.

2.1.5 Rectangles in Western fashion

Many more fashion designers around the world have worked with the rectangle, ranging from purely decora-
tional to being a vital part of the pattern construction. 

Madeleine Vionnet was a true pioneer in her time, starting up her business in 1912 and continuing on until 
she retired 1940. She evolutionised draping, questioned and challenged western traditions of how to make 
garments. Inspired by traditional japanese clothing, especially the kimono and its obi, and classical Greece 
with its himation, Vionnet often used the rectangular shape when draping. The rectangular pieces looped 
around the body in some of her creations, making the dresses nearly impossible to understand when lying 
flat on the ground. With the looping she often made use of both front and back side of the rectangle, someti-
mes having the shiny side of silk outwards and sometimes the duller side outwards. (Kirke, 1998)

Fig. 02. Greek himation. Fig. 03. Kimono, early 19th century. Fig. 04. Wool jersey knit, 
Comme des Garcons, 1983 
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Deriving from the Vionnet-tradition, the design duo Kraus and Willhelm constructs garments with mostly 
right angles, but with a very different expression from Vionnet. Their garments has an excentric twist and 
a lot of colour and prints. The cuts are made to be able to move comfortably, and challenges the traditional 
western way of cutting a garment. 

In a more literal interpretation of the rectangle as a garment construction method, Lisa Shahno based her 
first collection on ”the geometric problem of tiling an integral square using only other integral squares” 
(Shahno, n.d.) resulting in garments very clearly reletable to the original shape (Fig. 07). Helen Van Rees app-
lied cubic shapes of yarn to her otherwise traditional garments (Fig. 08), making the silhouette different but 
with no effect on the construction of the garment. 

Fig. 05. Dress by Vionnet.

Fig. 08. Helen Van Rees, 
autumn/winter 2012

Fig. 06. Bernhard Willhelm, 
spring/summer 2016

Fig. 07. Shahno, 
Squaring the square.

In 2011 Martin Margiela presented a collection with squared archetypical garments (Fig. 09), making them 
look two dimensional. The garments kept their traditional construction, while the outlines were changed into 
being rectangular, while Cristopher Kane used layering in his 2014 Autumn Winter collection (Fig. 10) as a 
way of getting another expression of the rectangle. However, this is also more of an applied way of using the 
shape, with a clear decorational purpose.

As a rectangle is not defined in regards to how long each pair of parallell lines have to be, even the straps in 
Viktor and Rolf ’s collection Flowerbomb from spring/summer 2005 are rectangles. The collection ranges 
from straps of rectangles being quite decorational, to making up the whole garment. They wrap around the 
body, giving associations to the gift-wrappings of luxury objects. (Fig. 11-12)

Fig. 09. Maison Margiela, 
spring/summer 2011

Fig. 10.Christopher Kane, 
autumn/winter 2014

Fig. 11. Viktor and Rolf 
spring/summer 2005

Fig. 12. Viktor and Rolf 
spring/summer 2005
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2.2 Motive and idea discussion
We have such clearly defined standards for what the rectangle is, what it looks like. We know what to expect, 
we feel safe around it. As an everyday shape that is used in almost every aspect of our day to day life, can the 
rectangle tell us something else? Can it surprise us and behave in a organic, rather than a geometrical way? 

In their book Design Basics, Lauer and Pentak (2002) describe unity as ”a congruity or agreement exists 
among the elements in a design; they look as though they belong together, as though some visual connection 
beyond mere chance has caused them to come together” (p. 20). Unity can also be described with another 
word; harmony. In this project the search for harmony is important, but does this harmony need to be easily 
accessible? Does harmony need to coincide with classical notions of beauty? 

Vionnet is described as always searching for harmony in her work (Kirke, 1998). Even though she was 
groundbreaking in her time, her creations do not try to push boundaries of what this harmony might entail. 
Although much of what designers work from now stems from her creativity and fearlessness, this project 
shall not try and mimic her drapy evening gowns, but attempt to push through to something less concerned 
with classical beauty. 

Franscesca Barata (2009) describes how Willhelm and Kraus work ”defies conventions of good taste, clas-
sical beauty and social property” (p. 451). These are important incentives in this work. Even though the 
design-duo works with the right angle in pattern construction, their work is very intuitive, relying on the 
designers imagination and inspiration, while this project will have a very firm set of restrictions.

Kawakubo work defies and challenges conventions, while not using colour and prints in a humorous way but 
rather in a poetic way. This project will try and find a bit of her poetic approach to fashion and shape, while 
combining it with Willhelm and Kraus playfulness. 

Viktor and Rolf works with rythm and repetition, which this project also will. How ever, they let an idea deci-
de what techniques to use, where as this project will let the technique guide it to an idea, a concept.

This project has a fixed starting point, a restricted brief, rules to follow right from the start. The focus is to 
explore rectangular pattern construction, and will have the narrow restrictions of only using the rectanglular 
shape paired with only using calico initially, means that it could be described as an exploration of restraint as 
well as an exploration of a geometric shape. How far can this project go with these restraints, and will results 
appear that would not be without these restraints? Do restrictions early on in a design project help the cre-
ative process or does it do the opposite? When is an appropriate time for lifting parts of the restriction, to 
introduce more variables?

It is important to push one self, to try and look beyond the idols of the mind that Bacon describes in Novum 
Organum (1902), that fools the mind into always using the same methods and concepts while still expecting 
to find new results. One way to challenge our idols is changing how we usually work and what methods we 
use. The rectangle is a way of challenging the creative process while having a rational framwork that defines 
the boundaries. In excluding variables like colour and material in the first phase, will the focus not fall invari-
ably fall on the construction and the pattern making? This will be both creatively and psychologically chal-
lenging, as by approaching a problem in a design process a very simple solution would be to change material, 
colour or the very construction method. By defining the boundaries very clearly from the starting point, the 
only way forward is through these difficulties - as there are no other variables to get distracted with.

2.3 Aim
To explore the expressional potential in rectangular pattern construction in relation to print.

3.1 Design method and Design of experiments

3.1.1. Design methods in general

In design methodology, Jones (1992) theories are widely spread and acknowledged. He describes the design 
process as three fases; divergence, transformation and convergence. In short, Jones describes these phases 
as ”’breaking the problem into pieces’, ’putting the pieces together in a new way’ and ’testing to discover the 
consequences of putting the new arrangement into practice’” (1992, p. 63). How ever, it is not a completely  
linear process, but rather a back-and-forth movement between the different phases. 

Jones also describes another perspective on design, the ’creativity’ theorists point of view. Their way of look-
ing at the design process is described as the black box. This way of approaching design and the designers 
process is more dependant on the designers intuition, and thus it is very hard to put into words or get a clear 
understanding of. ”It is therefore rational to believe that skilled actions are unconsciously controlled and 
irrational to expect designing to be wholly capable of a rational explanation”. (Jones, 1992, p. 46). It is a way of  
looking at design and designers that has recieved citisism because it implies a inherent quality in the desig-
ners brain that is in some sense ”magical”. 

Mäkelä (2007) describes how knowledge is gained by making an artefact in design research, thus the term 
”knowing-by-making”. She propses that ”the artefact can also be seen as a method for collecting and preser-
ving information and understanding.” (p. 1)

3.1.2 Specific design method

One way to challenge the idols of the mind (Bacon, 1902) is changing how we usually work and what methods 
we use. For this project the starting point is deliberatly narrow and clearly defined. The intention is to start 
from something simple and see how far away from this the simplest form the project will get, with a clear 
focus on pattern construction. The rectangle has been chosen, but it could have been a circle, a material or 
something else. The restrictions will be to only work with rectangles, straight angles, through out the project. 
While the restriction will take the project further, the work will be intuitive and creative inside these bounda-
ries.

The first part of the project will be carried out only in calico, to be able to focus on the pattern construction 
and not yet be involved in colour and print. It is an important part of this project to have a seemingly simple 
and focused aim. In Get to work, Thornquist describes how ”a seemingly boring foundational focus on a 
apparently rudimentary or obscure thing may therefore not be less emotional or obsessive than the desire to 
change an existing situation into a preffered one”. (Thornqvist, 2015, p. 36) 

Experiments in this project will be conducted through ”trial and error”, which is defined as ” a finding out of 
the best way to reach a desired result or a correct solution by trying out one or more ways or means and by 
noting and eliminating errors or causes of failure” (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, no date). The conducting 
of the design experiments in this project, is in Mäkeläs (2007) sense ”knowing-by-making”, as the knowledge 
cannot precede the making. The outcome cannot be thought out before-hand, but must be experienced, and 
through making the experiments and seeing the outcome - new experiments can be made gaining from that 
experience. 

The project will entail draping on mannequins as its foremost way of experimenting. Both half scale and full 
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scale mannequins will be needed for this. Experiments will start with small scale drapings, and then be tran-
slated into full size through flat pattern making. The emphasis on the flat construction is important in this 
project, as opposed to the draping itself being the results. One could say that flat pattern construction acts as 
a translator between experiment and result. As the ”building blocks” of this work will stay the same through-
out, working with rythm between the examples will be important. Layering and looping might be an option, 
to build volume and enhance shape.

Later on in the project, when it is appropriate to have a lift of restrictions, colour and material will appear as 
variables. It will be important to find suitable material and colour combinations to aid the expression. The 
notion of traditional harmony has to be set aside, while working towards a different kind of beauty and unity. 
The use of printed fabrics might be one way of doing this, as it would allow for different colours interacting 
and by that adding to the complexity in the expression. Lauer and Pentak (2002), describes in their book 
Design basics, how ”Even before we ”read” the subject matter or identify the forms, the color creates an atmo-
sphere to which we respond” (p. 258), which is why colour and possibly colour discord, might be one way of 
pushing boundaries in respect to classical beauty and harmony. 

3.2 Experiments of design and Design rationale
3.2.1 The Calico Phase

The decision was made to focus purely on the pattern construction technique for the first part of the project 
to be able to focus on shape. The restricition applied was to only work in calico. This decision was bold, as it 
didn’t take either material or colour in concideration, thus making the visual stimulation of the toiles quite 
similar. However, it did add to the focus on the cut, while eliminating other variables that could have distrac-
ted from the aim initially. 

The project started by draping simple shapes on a half scale mannequin, as seen in Fig. 13. Some experi-
ments were translated to full size (Fig. 14), either because of an interesting shape or cut, through flat pattern 
construction. This was done to further the knowledge in the pattern construction and gain confidence in that 
knowledge. 

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14

PATTERN CONSTRUCTION
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The selection of which drapings to make it full size was based on having as different expressions as possible. 
The shape of Fig. 15 was selected due to its round expression, Fig. 16 because had a square expression, and 
Fig. 17 since it had a more complex weave of long rectangles and looked different front and back. 

Experience from these early drapings consisted in the realisation that there was a disconnect between the 
half scale mannequin drapings versus what the draping looked like on the full scale mannequin, making it 
an inacurate tool to see details or proportions, but instead rather using it as a hint of what the garment could 
look like. 

Fig. 15

Fig. 18 Fig. 19 Fig. 20

Fig. 16 Fig. 17

From the experienced and interest gained in Fig. 21, a version of the same toile was made but with accesive 
seam allowance in every seam. As seen in Fig. 22, the resulting expression of this was layers on top of layers. 
As every seam allowance grew, the definition of the garment somewhat disapeared. 

When making the first toiles, accesive seam allowance was added to be able to get a folded hem. When look-
ing at Fig 19 inside out (Fig. 21), an interest arose with the way the seam allowance seemed to grow out of the 
garment. Maybe there could be potential in this technique, where seam allowances could grow and become 
layers of the garment. 

Fig. 22

Fig. 21
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Fig. 25Fig. 24

Fig. 26

Fig. 23

To visualise how the garments would look with growing seam allowance, drapings with the existing toiles 
were conducted. Pinning rectangles to seam allowance gave a hint to what the expression would be if sewn 
into new toiles. Fig. 23 - Fig. 25 are examples of this. 

In Fig. 23 the growth comes from the neckline on the inside, making a layer appear. 
In Fig. 24 the growth comes from sideseams on the outside, making the origin quite visible.
In Fig. 25 the growth comes from a sleeve seam from the inside, making a new part of the garment on the 
bottom part of the body. 

A decision to not work with cuts into the seam allowance (Fig. 26), thus adding even more restrictions to the 
project, making only addition of other rectangles allowed. The reason behind this decision was the diagonal 
shape that came from this cut, and that the seam allowance could not grow in a rectangular manner from 
that. 

Fig 27 and 28 is different views of the same toile, made to explore a more minimalistic approach to the 
growing rectangles. Here the rectangles grow from inside the neckline and from the sleeve.

Creating cuts to be able to add growth from the garment is shown in Fig. 29, where a seam centre front is 
added and two rectangles are growing from it.

Fig. 29

Fig. 27 Fig. 28
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Fig. 30 - Fig. 33 is the same toile as Fig. 29, but with four different drapings with its growing rectangles from 
centre front. The notion of looping the rectangles start to form here. The motive for this was to find a new 
expression and investigate what the growing rectangles could do.

Fig. 30 Fig. 31

Fig. 32 Fig. 33

Fig. 34 is a long sleeved variation of Fig. 22, growing rectangular parts from seams and some seams more 
than others. When draping with this toile, the decision was made not to allow tying the extruding parts to 
create shape (Fig. 35), narrowing the restrictions even further. The tying would have added another dimen-
sion to the project, that would have taken it away from the aim, since the tying created shapes that didn’t 
nessecarily had to be rectangles thus making the rectangle less important.

Tying

Fig. 34 Fig. 35

Fig. 36 - Fig. 37 shows early findings in the subject of looping the rectangles around the garment and 
eachother. It gives an complex and intricate expression, that challenges the rectangular shape from its simple 
first appearance.

Fig. 36 Fig. 37
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Fig. 38 show another toile based on Fig. 22. It is longer than the original and with openings every 20 cm 
along the seams. This makes it possible for growing rectangles to interwine and weave through the garment 
as shown in Fig. 39. Fig. 40 shows try-outs on the body. The motive for this was to expand on what could be 
done, and be able to loop the rectangles and weave it through the garment. 

This experiment furthered the knowledge into the technique, as it suggested a way also more garment refe-
rencing pieces would be able to loop around itself. Even though this very toile had too many openings, and 
thus did not react smoothly to draping - it advanced the interest in looping for the project.

Fig. 38 Fig. 39

Fig. 40

Fig. 41 - 44 shows one draping on a half scale mannequin, from different viewpoints. Aiming for flow and 
ease in the looping around the body, this draping was chosen to go through the transition into full size. 

Proportions and fall revealed how the translation between the two sizes of mannequin is not seamless, mea-
ning that it appears more forced in big (Fig. 45 - 48). Also the relation between the calicos thickness to the 
size of the mannequin matters, as to make the same expression in big would mean a thicker material had to 
be used.

In Fig. 47, a breakthrough is shown. The illusion of where the rectangles come from is not easily solved, 
creating a simple but yet complex expression.

Fig. 41 Fig. 42 Fig. 43 Fig. 44

Fig. 45 Fig. 48Fig. 47Fig. 46
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In the process, much attention was aimed at reaching a certain flow and ease of the drapings, exemplified 
here by Fig. 49 and 50 that are deemed too forced, and Fig. 51 and 52 which have a better (but not ideal) flow 
and ease to them. 

Fig. 49 Fig. 50

Fig. 52Fig. 51

Fig. 53 and 55 shows a forced expression, while Fig. 54 and 56 shows an improvement towards more balance 
and ease in the loopings. Shown together for comparison, to further visualise how this knowledge was gained 
through draping and making, and through various failures but also breakthroughs.

The decision was made to lift the calico restriction, so different materials could be introduced. 
The knowledge gained through it was enough to not get overwhelmed by material and colour, and that a 
technique was found to work further on through the use of material and colour.

Fig. 53 Fig. 54

Fig. 55 Fig. 56
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3.2.2 The search for a suitable material

Different materials was investigated and tried, to be able to determine what the criteria would be for a su-
itable material going forward. Chiffon, although having an effortless flow, did not show the technique of 
looping/growing rectangles enough and it did not become evident why the growing or looping parts were 
important (Fig. 57 and 60). Both chiffon and stretchable meshfabric (Fig. 58) where fine enough to be see-
through and through that be able to show the looping, but none of these fabrics behaved well with the loo-
ping and did not show the technique enough. PVC fabric, did not have flow and ease in the looping rectang-
les, even though it had different sides front and back which meant that the looping became more evident 
(Fig. 59 - 60). This was not enough though, and the decision was made to move away from these types of 
fabric.

Fig. 57 Fig. 58

Fig. 60

Fig. 59

Trials were made with fake fur, but the shape became too undefined, and were too heavy (Fig. 61). 

Fig. 62 shows a couple of different fabrics pinned together in a draping to resemble different materials on 
different sides. Though this idea seemed to work in theory, with the materials used - fake fur, PVC and cotton 
- did not. The material became too heavy and did not hold its shape. 

For a while a double woven fabric with different front and back were concidered, but after trials in Fig. 63, 
were deemed too heavy still and the fabric did not loop very well either, getting creased and collapsing.

Fig. 64 shows the point in which a double sided material was decided upon. It showed the complexity of the 
construction method in an interesting way, and adding to the visual appearance.

A material that worked well was the padded one in Fig. 65, the looping became clear and it was light enough 
to build shape with. The critera for a succesful material was determined; a material that was able to hold its 
shape in the loopings - either by being light or stiff, and had two different sides.

Fig. 65

Fig. 63Fig. 62Fig. 61

Fig. 64
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Fig. 66
Several different trials were made with a stiffer woven material (Fig. 66 - Fig. 68). 

Fig. 66 is a trial with printed fabric fused to a monochrome fabric, Fig. 67 is a trial with patterned woven 
fabric with one side painted, and Fig. 68 is a stiff calico with one side painted in another colour.

From these trials decisions were made to not use fusing - the material became too stiff and lost their natural 
abbility to drape well (Fig. 66). Patterns added to the complexity in the shapes, thus making it a good way 
forward in the project.

Fig. 67

Fig. 68

Fig. 69 shows draping with snake-printed PVC pinned to a paddad fabric. This padded fabric proved too thin 
to hold the shape of the rectangles looping with the added weight of the heavier printed fabric, thus a critera 
for fabrics added to padding was formed, that it needed to be light and thin. Fig. 70 shows how the right kind 
of padding can hold itself up, and loop in an easy way.

Based on this investigation padded material and stiffer woven material was chosen to be used for the collec-
tion, the padded examples would be more abstract and the stiffer woven ones would be concrete garments, 
but they would both be examples of the same idea and aim.

Fig. 69 Fig. 70
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3.2.3 The abstract shapes 3.2.4 The woven garments

Fig. 71

The woven more concrete garments were draped either on top of existing toiles from the investigation or 
from scratch. Emphasis was put on wearability, creating looping shapes and for them to not be too similar to 
one another. Fig. 72 shows a rough draping using an existing toile as a base, the red line signifies the looping 
of that particular rectangle.

Fig. 72

Padding has an ease to it, the rectangles are allowed to loop and move in an effortless way. Draping was the 
method used for finding the shapes, with the success criteria being that it should have a flow and be visually 
pleasing 365 degrees aroung the body. Also proportions were taken into consideration, so that the shapes 
would not be the same size/length. Fig. 71 shows one of many draping sessions and highlights what was 
deemed a succesful shape and when it needed more work.
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To be able to see the complexity and the looping in the technique, the use of different colour sides became 
apparent early on. Through photoshop sketching (Fig. 73) different options were explored. Black and white, 
as well as monochromes of other colours did add a bit to the complexity in the expression, but when adding 
different coloured print - the difference became more apparent, and more complex. The decision to go for-
ward with both the outside and the inside of the garments printed were made.

Fig. 73

1 FÄRG

1-3 REPETERADE PRINT

7 FÄRGER

PLACERAT PRINT

SVART VIT

Print motif has not been a focus point in this project but is none the less an important part of the expression. 
With experience gained from sketching, what was needed was a complex and contrasting print which would 
disrupt the harmony and add depth and layering to the project. 

Starting point for this print was putting a large piece of paper up on the wall and rolling, scribbling and wri-
ting words and sentences selected at random, for it to resemble a wall of graffiti. The expression aimed for was 
aggressive, direct and random, almost chaotic. Attention was put upon using different kinds of tools to write 
with; a roller, a big felt pen, big brush and a smaller one. Fig. 74 shows this part of the process.

The images was then put into photoshop, and the scribbles were combined. Some words got bigger, some 
smaller, some changed colour, got distorted, and so on. The expression aimed for was that of a wall of graffiti, 
example shown in Fig. 75. 

3.2.6 Print development

3.2.5 Different colour sides

Fig. 74

Fig. 75
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The prints were worked with in this way (Fig. 76 - 79), where the act of stepping back and looking at different 
versions were important to be able to compair them to eachother, and to other prints developed. 

The final version (Fig. 79) has a depth to it, created by the continuing overlapping. The graffiti seams to be 
written on top of eachother over and over again. The expression of this is disharmonious and intense, the 
colours are in contrast with eachother and demand attention.

Fig. 76 Fig. 77

Fig. 78 Fig. 79

Lauer and Pentak (2002) writes in Design Basics how ”sharp [colour] values suggest drama, excitement, even 
conflict” (p. 220), and this is what is aimed for in developing these prints. Complementary colours are used 
to increase brightness and make the colours appear to vibrate, and in some places there is colour discord. A 
colour discord is the opposite of colour harmony, and can in some ways be visually disturbing (Lauer and 
Pentak, 2002).

Fig. 80 shows different variations in hue, for the same print. This technique was used through out the choo-
sing of prints, to make every print one of a kind but still talk the same visual language as the others.

In some prints developed, a more simple colour scheme was chosen, but with a lot of contrast. These prints 
were more explicit and repetetive. They were developed because the messier prints needed contrasting ones, 
and at the same time further the drama and conflict in the garments. One of these prints is shown in Fig. 81.

Fig. 81

Fig. 80
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3.2.7 Printing method

To be able to accomodate for all the different colours in the prints, and their individual hue and brightness 
- transferprinting or digitalprinting was the options of printing best suited for this project. While transfer-
printing had good colour rendering (Fig. 82), due to technical problems the transferprinter was ruled out. 
Digitalprinting both had a good colour rendering and was able to print on cotton and silk, so after a few test 
prints - this was the technique decided upon (Fig. 84).

To be able to have the best colour rendering possible, different kinds of cotton proved to be the best choice 
(Fig. 83). A stiffer, canvaslike cotton (cotton duck) fitted both the criteras for colour rendering and for buil-
ding shape, while  thinner cottons (poplin and lawn lexington) also rendered colours well and were light eno-
ugh to not way down the padding. Fig. 85 shows a trial with cotton duck sewn together with cotton poplin, 
which proved succesful in building and holding shape.

Fig. 82

Fig. 83

Fig. 84 Fig. 85

3.2.8 Quilting development

Quilting together fabrics with padding is a good way of putting materials together, with the happy bi-product 
of being able to highlight and add 3D effect to prints, as shown in Fig. 86. The critera for maintaining the 
paddings lightness is of course sewing it together with light enough fabrics so it does not become too heavy. 
Both poplin cotton and the even lighter lawn lexington cotton fabric met this critera.

Since both sides of the quilted fabric would be printed, a decision was made to quilt from the outer side of the 
garment, meaning following the print of the outside printed fabric. This meant that the inner fabric would 
get  abstract shapes sewn on them (shown in Fig. 87), which proved to work well with the expression of the 
prints.

Fig. 86

Fig. 87
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3.2.9 Line up development 

The line up development in this project entailed not only what kind of shapes would work well together and 
show a good rythm of the technique, but also what prints to add to these shapes to best contrast eachother 
while still having unity between them. 

When a final toile had been decided upon, a picture of it was taken and put into photoshop. Beforehand the 
many twists and turns of the garment were observed, to be able to roughly know what parts would show the 
outside of the material and what parts would show the inside.

A lot of different versions of combinations of prints were made (Fig. 88), while trying out each own in com-
parison to the rest of the line up (Fig. 89). This process went back and forth, until a good blend of difference, 
contrast and scale of the prints were obtained. Emphasis was put on making every example stand out and 
have its own combination of prints, while still talking the same visual language as the others.

When deciding on shapes, focus was but on diversity, showing the technique in different types of garments, 
scale, complexity and volume. 

Fig. 88

Fig. 89

4.1 Result, conclusions
There are serveral results in this project. There is the physical collection, the actual material produced. There 
is the print development that ended in 14 individual prints. There is the knowledge gained by making (Mä-
kela, 2007) and by focusing on the rectangular pattern construction, one could call it knowing by draping. But 
there are also philosofical results, in the quest for harmony and the challenging of classical notions of beauty. 

The aim was set quite broad to accomodate for the strict restrictions present in the method and technique, 
to be able to freely explore this area of pattern construction. It has been important to let the creative process 
lead the way within these strict rational boundaries of the area of research. In relation to the aim set for this 
project, to investigate the expressional potential in rectangular pattern construction, the collection reflects this, 
making it a succesful result. 

The focus has been the same all along, which at times has been tedious and difficult. The decision to only 
work in calico for the first part was indeed bold, and tested the aim (the creativity and patience) to its li-
mits. This decision was a good start for this project however, as it allowed for more intense focus on the task. 
However, there is no denying the difficulties in restriction, which also meant that the lifting of some of them  
(e.g. colour and material) at first proved confusing. 

Every outfit is different, not only shapewise but also printwise. The knowledge gained from draping is per-
haps not explicit, but is indeed inbedded in the garments for them to be able to have this organic, flowing, 
asymmetric expression. ”Asymmetry appears casual and less planned, although obviously this characteristic 
is mis-leading. Asymmettrical balance is actually more intricate and complicated to use than symmetrical 
balance.” (Lauer and Pentak, 2002, p. 85)

The proportion in the prints, between garments, prints and objects inside of a print, was succesful in creating 
a diverse enough expression to keep things interesting, yet similar enough to create unity. There is a certain 
rythm between the shapes, but also between the prints.

The overlapping of words in some of the prints, creates an illusion of depth, as if it would have been a wall 
scribbled on for many years. This illusion of depth paired with the actual depth in the shapes created an mul-
ti-layered effect that makes the expression stronger. 

In one outfit the focal point is the word ”fuck” in capslock. This outfit could be lifted as a little bit different 
that the others. It is symmetrical, and it is the only garment where the print gets this explicit. This result 
(garment/outfit) plays an important part alongside the others, as it helps the viewer in connecting the dots to 
the other garments. In other outfits, as for example #6, the use of not not having a specific focal point in the 
print makes the overall expression a ”ambigous visual environment that is puzzling” (Lauer and Pentak, 2002, 
p. 56). 

The use of quilting in som of the outfits gave the obvious advantage of securing the fabric to the padding, but 
it also created a 3D-effect in the prints that were interesting. Since the front and back sides are different, the 
quilting follows only one side of the pattern, making stitchings in irregular shapes on the other side. This fits 
in alongside the asymmetry of the shapes and the complexity in the prints.
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4.2 Presentation of collection 

Fig. 90
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4.2.1 Outfit #1

4.2.1.1 Materials

Fig. 92. Cotton Lawn Lexington Fig. 93. Cotton Lawn Lexington

Fig. 94. Padding, 5 mm

4.2.1.2 Technical drawings

4.2.1.3 Print

Front of fabric

Fig. 95.

Fig. 96. Fig. 97. 

Front side print Back side print

BackFront

Back of fabric

Other side of garment

190 cm 190 cm

150 cm150 cm

Fig. 91
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4.2.2 Outfit #2

4.2.2.1 Materials

Front of fabric

Back of fabric

Other side of garment

4.2.2.2 Technical drawings

Front

Front side print Back side print

Back

170 cm 170 cm

150 cm 150 cm

4.2.2.3 Print

Fig. 99. Cotton Poplin Fig. 100. Cotton Poplin

Fig. 101. Padding, 10 mm

Fig. 98. This outfit is slightly altered since the photograph, see technical drawings.

Fig. 102.

Fig. 103. Fig. 104.
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4.2.3 Outfit #3

4.2.3.1 Materials

Front of fabric

Back of fabric

Other side of garment

4.2.3.2 Technical drawings

Front

Front side print Back side print

Back

300 cm
250 cm

150 cm

150 cm

4.2.3.3 Print

Fig. 106. Cotton Duck Fig. 107. Cotton Lawn Lexington

Fig. 105.

Fig. 108.

Fig. 109.

Fig. 110.
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4.2.4 Outfit #4

4.2.4.1 Materials

Front of fabric

Back of fabric

Other side of garment

4.2.4.2 Technical drawings

Front

Front side print Back side print

Back

365 cm 340 cm

150 cm
150 cm

4.2.4.3 Print

Fig. 112. Cotton Duck Fig. 113. Cotton Poplin

Fig. 111.

Fig. 114.

Fig. 115. Fig. 116.
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4.2.5 Outfit #5

4.2.5.1 Materials

Front of fabric

Back of fabric

Other side of garment

4.2.5.2 Technical drawings

Front

Front side print Back side print

Back

400 cm

300 cm

150 cm

150 cm

4.2.1.3 Print

Fig. 117

Fig. 121

Fig. 120

Fig. 122
Fig. 118. Cotton Duck Fig. 119. Cotton Poplin
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4.2.6 Outfit #6

4.2.6.1 Materials

Front of fabric

Back of fabric

Other side of garment

4.2.6.2 Technical drawings

Front

Front side print Back side print

Back

340 cm 340 cm

150 cm150 cm

4.2.6.3 Print

Fig. 123

Fig. 124. Cotton Lawn Lexington Fig. 125. Cotton Lawn Lexington

Fig. xx. Padding, 2 x 5 mm

Fig. 126

Fig. 127 Fig. 128
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4.2.7 Outfit #7

4.2.7.1 Materials

Front of fabric

Back of fabric

Other side of garment

4.2.7.2 Technical drawings

Front

Front side print Back side print

Back

520 cm 520 cm

150 cm150 cm

4.2.7.3 Print

Fig. 129

Fig. 130. Cotton Poplin Fig. 131. Cotton Poplin

Fig. 132. Padding, 2 x 10 mm

Fig. 133

Fig. 134 Fig. 135
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4.3 Discussion & Reflection 
In the motive, the question was asked whether the restrictions in this project would indeed inspire creativity 
or stifle it. This question is hard to answer definitely, since there is no way of knowing how the project would 
have turned out without them. However, what is certain is that the initial restrictions of only working with 
calico did increase the focus on the pattern construction, and also added a certain comfort in knowing boun-
daries to work within. When gained confidence and knowledge in working with the rectangles, the restric-
tion of materials were lifted - which also was a valid decision to make. Material and colour is ultimately very 
important for the result in this work, thus lifting restrictions became a way of increasing creativity and aiding 
the expression. When already having a clear base for investigation, through the restrictions, the colour and 
print introduced as variables did not overwhelm nor take over the aim.

As to whether the rectangle can still surprise us, this project argues yes, it can. It is a versatile shape that in no 
way is boring or limited to conventions, it does however gain from being paired with other variables, such as 
print. The use of the rectangle in clothing is extensive,  through history and today, thus this project does not 
claim to have invented this, but instead shows how to work with them in a slightly different way. In challen-
ging what we know and are familiar with, we can find ways of evolving what we see and how we approach 
things. 

The search for an alternative harmony that does not coincide with the classical notions of beuty is also men-
tioned in the motive for this work. In 30 years of japaneses fashion, Barbara Vinken (2010) describes how 
in Western fashion the body is idealized and sublimated, and that ”the simplest form of this idealization is 
symmetry, which is regarded as the norm of beauty” (p. 27). With that perspective this work could be argued 
to have found harmony, but not in the classical Western sense of the word beauty, as asymmetry is a concept 
through almost every part of the resulting collection. 

The expression found in the rectangular pattern construction could also be describes as wrapping of the 
body. In 30 years of Japanese fashion, Fukai (2010) describes how Rei Kawakubo ”does not veil the body, she 
wraps it up, she packages it” (p. 35). The expression gained in for example the sleeves of outfit #3 is that of 
wrapping, of treating the garment as a delicate way of packaging the body, in a similar way to how Viktor and 
Rolf treated the theme of packaging in the collection Flowerbomb. 

What sets this project apart from both Kawakubo and Viktor&Rolf, is the use of print as a provocation. Much 
like Willhelm and Kraus flirting with grotesque. Granata (2010) describes how Bakhtin "theorizes the gro-
tesque as chiefly a phenomenon of reversal and of unsettling ruptures of borders, and in particular bodily 
borders. In its lack of ’fixity, stability, order’ the grotesque - excessive and uncontainable - deeply clashes with 
the canon of the beautiful upheld by traditional art history and classical aesthetics, which is characterazied by 
proportionality, symmetry and order” (p. 451). 

The use of a quite provocative print advanced the complexity and contrast in the garments further. It elevated 
the result to something beyond draping, beyond the visual appearence of print, into something contextual 
where all of these topics coincide. The sensual mixed with the explicit, the balance of intricate poetic shape 
mixed with a cheeky playfulness, this aspect could also be argued to defy classical notions of what beauty is.

Lauer and Pentak (2002) describes in Design Basics, how ”in clothing, the focal point is provided by the 
design of the garment” (p. 56) One could argue that this is somewhat shifted in this project. The garment is 
taken further into complex shapes with the use of prints, thus making the garment design not the only focal 
point. The expression becomes organic, there is more to look at than just the garment/shape alone, or the 
print alone. 

Unexpected conventions challenged by this work is the hierarchy between what is supposed to be on the insi-
de and on the outside of a garment. Margiela has posed this question many times through his work, where he 
shifts what is suppose to be seen from the outside of a garment, such as seam allowance. This project, elevates 
the seam allowance even further, so much that it no longer is recognisable as such. To quote Rei Kawakubo; 
”What is in front, and what is behind?” (English, 2011, p. 67). 
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